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1. INTRODUCTION 

In ASDEX a comparison of ohmically heated divertor discharges with gas fuelling (GF) 

and pellet fuelling (PF), with out any gas puffing after a gas puff "start-up" phase, has b een 

done [1]. 

With a large Interval b ctwccu succeosive pellet s (Alp "' 40 ms) t h e density otayed below 

2 · 1010 m - 3 and only small differ ences r esulted in the radial p lasma parameter profiles and 

the transport behaviour comparing PF and GF d ischarges at th e same d ensity. With 

Alp"' 35 m s a medium density of n, "' 3.3 · 1019 m - 3 resulted where the pellet penetration 

depth increased up to ?: 25 cm, primarily a consequence of the continuously falling electron 

temperature {shot PM) . The PM density profiles are much more p eaked than the profi les 

of the gas-fuelled d ischarge GC at the same density n, , whereas the PM T, profiles b ecome 

only slightly broader compared with the GC T, profiles (see Fig. 1). The correspondin g 

T,(o)/(T,) values for both discharges are still within the scatter of t he data showing pofile 

consistency at the corresponding q~ = 3.4: T.o/(T,) = 2.2 + 2.7 [2] . In the PM discharge a 

distinct increase of the totally radiated power and of the radiation power d ensity in the 

plasma centre is observed and aawteeth are absent after 1 .1 a. With still further reduced 

Alp < 33 ms the density is lin3ited to < 5 · 1019 m - • by a r adiation collap se and is comparable 

with the density limit of a GF discharge. Only combining pellet injection and gas puffing 

and using wa ll carbonization considerably higher densities can be obtained [3]. 

This paper d eals with a detailed comparison of the radial transport of the PM and the GC 

discharges with the transport analysis code TRANSP [4] using the measured radial profiles 

of n, Te and radiation losses. 
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2. PARTICLE TRANSPORT 

In the PF discharg .. the particle fluxes r inside r < 0.75a are solely deter mined by the 

decrease of the particle content after the pellet injection event, whkh is equal to the pellet 

fuelling r ate there. Only for larger r > 3/4a has the particle recycling flux (and the gas puff 

rate In GF discharges) to be considered as an additional source term. From the calculated 

r at r = 30cm (Fig. 2) a N = r. 2.rR. 2.rr = 1021s- 1 is obtained therefore, which is equal 

to l:>Npell«/ l:>tp. The total particle confinement time has been estimated from pressure 

measurements in the divertor chamber to increase from 60 ms (GC) to about 100 ms (PM), 

yielding only a small recycling flux 2 · 1010 m -• s- 1 at r =a in t he latter case. 

The particle flux r can be modelled by the ansatz r(r, t) = - D!f/; - nv;,., where v;. is an 

anormal "inward drift" velocity. Fits have been tried to yield a consistent description of D 

and v;n over a pellet cycle by using 1) v;,. = v(a)r2 fa2 , yielding D(r,t), 2) v;,. = 3~D, yielding 

D, 3) D = 4000 cm2 fa , yielding v(r,t) and 4) D = 0.2 + 0.4x" yielding again v. The electron 

thermal diffusivity Xe was det ermined from the energy transport analysis (s. Sec. 3). In 

practice scatter Is large, but model S) can b e excluded and models 2) and 4) give about 

equal r esults for D and v, correspondingly. The same model, D = O.Sx, and v;" = 3~D, 
describes also GF d ischarges with constant or rising density (5]. 

3. ENERGY TRANSPORT 

The global ener gy confinement time rE: = W0 J/(Ph,..-W0 l) arc dep;raded in the P:M discharp;e 

from 72 ms (GC) to a pellet-cycle-averaged value of 44 ms due to three effects: 

1. The total plasma ener gy is smaller in PM as the temperatures are decreased and the 

density profiles are strongly peaked (accountin g for 20% of the decrease in rj,). 

2. Radiation loss•• are increased from 110 kW {GC) to 160 kW (PM) (accounting for 

10%) (see Fig. S). 

3. Non-adiabatic fa st losses (t:>W::; 2kJ) occur after each pellet event const ituting a time

averaged loss rate of about 50 kW for the quasi-steady PF discharge s tate (accounting 

for 10%). Thlo energy loss is an order of magnitude higher than the energy required 

to ionize all injected particles. It is further equal to the time-averaged energy increase 

during the pellet cycle shown in Fig. Sa for the quasi-steady discharge phase. 

Due to the deep pellet fuelling the convective energy losses P • .,.. = ~k(T. + T;)r exceed 

the electron conduction losses throughout the plasma in contrast to the GF dis charges 

(Peond,• > P • .,.., P,o4 for 11, < 3 · 1010m-3
; Fig. Sb). The cycle-averaged {J and {Jp + li/2 values 

of the kinetic analysis agree with the magnetic measurements. 

The local transpor t analysis shows further that within the error bars the cytle-averaged 

thermal heat diffusivity~~ can be described by the scaling XcMo- (n~·8T.,) -1 derived from 

GF discharges (5], ahowing no major change in the anomalous transport m echanism. But 

Xe Is la rger than XCMG just after the pellet Injection event (t = tp) and smaller at the end of 
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the pellet cycle (t = tp+6t0 } (Fig. 4.}. On the other hand, the ohmic input power is strongly 

changing over one pellet cycle, too, due to the T. decrease at the pellet injection event and 

the corresponding increase of the loop voltage UL (e.g. t0 + 5ms: P( OHM) = 650kW, t0 +6t0 : 

P( OHM)= 450kW). Therefore a description Xc -{Pcond,./21rR)/ (n.T. :fo;Uf:}, where Pcond,e is 

a certain fraction of the input power P( OHM) = UL · I and :{;;~ --~Is fixed by the profile 

consistency (s. Fig. 1; r• may be the q = 2radius},is strongly suggested and supported by the 

results given in Fig. 4.b. One then obtains a local diffusivity Xe - B,UL r"2 / (R2n.T. q) which 

ia derived under the assumption of profile consistency and la essentially equal to XCMG = 

3.4 · 1016B,a/(Rn~· 8T.q) Jm2 /•,T, m, keVJ with UL- a· R/ r"2
• The ion heat conductivity Is 

about one to two times the neoclassical one and much smaller than X• both for PM and 

GC discharges. 
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Fig. 1 Radial density and normalized temperature profiles for pellet-fuelled (PM) 

and a gas-fuelled (GC) discharge. 
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Fig. 2 Particle fluxes r(r,t) for PM discharge. 
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Fig. 3 Radial power balance for PM (time-averaged over a pellet cycle) and GC 
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Fig. 4a Radial profiles of electron thermal diffusivity Xe, XCMG [51 for the measured 

plasma parameters and the neoclassical ion heat conductivity X i,neocl (PM) 

Fig. 4b Time dependence of ohmic heating power P o HM within r = 2af3, electron 

thermal conduction loss Pcond,e and Xe at r = 2a/3 {PM discharge). 


